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Atmospheric sciences is an umbrella term for the study of the atmosphere, its processes, the effects other systems have
on the atmosphere, and the effects of the atmosphere on these other systems. Meteorology includes atmospheric
chemistry and atmospheric physics with a major focus on weather forecasting. Climatology is the study of atmospheric
changes (both long and short-term) that define average climates and their change over time, due to both natural and
anthropogenic climate variability. Aeronomy is the study of the upper layers of the atmosphere, where dissociation and
ionization are important. Atmospheric science has been extended to the field of planetary science and the study of the
atmospheres of the planets of the solar system.
Experimental instruments used in atmospheric sciences include satellites, rocketsondes, radiosondes, weather balloons,
and lasers.
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The term aerology (from Greek ἀήρ, aēr, "air"; and -λογία, -logia) is sometimes used as an alternative term for the
study of Earth's atmosphere.
For more information about Atmospheric sciences, read the full article at Wikipedia.
This text uses material from Wikipedia and is available under the GNU Free Documentation License.
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What impact would sun dimming have on Earth's weather?
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
16 hours ago |

4 / 5 (5) |

4

Solar radiation management projects, also known as sun dimming, seek to reduce the amount of sunlight hitting the
Earth to counteract the effects of climate change. Global dimming can occur as a side-effect of fossil fuels ...

New findings could sway thought on climate change
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Oct 20, 2010 |

4.4 / 5 (36) |

142 |

(PhysOrg.com) -- A newly published paper written by a University of Nebraska-Lincoln researcher and his team could
influence the way scientists think about global warming and its effects.

'A-Train' satellites search for 770 million tons of dust in the air
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Oct 08, 2010 |

5 / 5 (4) |

0

Using data from several research satellites, scientists will spend the next three years trying to understand the climate
impacts of about 770 million tons of dust carried into the atmosphere every year from ...

NASA's CloudSat satellite sees a powerful heat engine in Typhoon Malakas
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Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Sep 24, 2010 |

not rated yet |

0

Towering thunderstorms and heavy rainfall are two things that NASA's CloudSat satellite saw as it passed over
Typhoon Malakas, and those two factors confirm a strong storm. NASA's CloudSat satellite's Cloud ...

Ocean cooling contributed to mid-20th century global warming hiatus
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Sep 22, 2010 |

4.5 / 5 (12) |

41 |

The hiatus of global warming in the Northern Hemisphere during the mid-20th century may have been due to an abrupt
cooling event centered over the North Atlantic around 1970, rather than the cooling effects ...

More hurricanes in greener seas? Ocean color linked to formation, movement of
tropical cyclones
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Sep 08, 2010 |

5 / 5 (1) |

3|

More hurricanes may form in greener waters, where sunlight tends to be absorbed at shallower depths, than in clear
seas, according to new research that draws a link between ocean color and the formation and ...

Weather kite gets second wind
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Jul 23, 2010 |

4 / 5 (1) |

0

The red kite is now a commonly-seen bird of prey in the skies of the south-east, but a specially designed artificial blue
kite promises a new way to make weather measurements.

Supercomputer reproduces a cyclone's birth, may boost forecasting
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Jul 21, 2010 |

5 / 5 (6) |

0

As a teen in his native Taiwan, Bo-wen Shen observed helplessly as typhoon after typhoon pummeled the small island
country. Without advanced forecasting systems, the storms left a trail of human loss and property ...

Climate changes in the Atlantic can affect drought in distant regions
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Jun 16, 2010 |

3 / 5 (1) |

0

Cyclical changes in atmospheric pressure and sea surface temperature in the North Atlantic Ocean affect drought in the
Sahel region on the southern Sahara rim. This has been revealed in an international study carried out ...
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'Particle soup' discovery will improve climate predictions
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Dec 21, 2009 |

4.1 / 5 (7) |

2

(PhysOrg.com) -- New research from scientists at The University of Manchester is set to improve predictions about
climate and air quality - and make life easier for those suffering from respiratory problems.

Scientist develops lab machine to study glacial sliding related to rising sea levels
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Nov 10, 2009 |

5 / 5 (1) |

0

Neal Iverson opened his laboratory's walk-in freezer and said the one-of-a-kind machine inside could help
scientists understand how glaciers slide across their beds. And that could help researchers predict ...

Lightning’s Mirror Image, Only Much Bigger (w/ Video)
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Aug 23, 2009 |

4.5 / 5 (17) |

9

(PhysOrg.com) -- With a very lucky shot, scientists have captured a one-second image and the electrical fingerprint of
huge lightning that flowed 40 miles upward from the top of a storm.

Targeted investments in climate science could present enormous economic savings across the globe
Space & Earth / Environment
Aug 19, 2009 |

2.4 / 5 (8) |

2

Targeted investments in climate science could lead to major benefits in reducing the costs of adapting to a changing
climate, according to new research published by scientists from the UK's National Centre for Atmospheric ...

New type of El Nino could mean more hurricanes make landfall
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Jul 02, 2009 |

3.3 / 5 (20) |

12

El Niño years typically result in fewer hurricanes forming in the Atlantic Ocean. But a new study suggests that the form
of El Niño may be changing potentially causing not only a greater number of hurricanes ...

Iowa State researchers contribute climate model to study that finds some winds
decreasing
Space & Earth / Earth Sciences
Jun 25, 2009 |

5 / 5 (2) |

3

Declining wind speeds in parts of the United States could impact more than the wind power industry, say Iowa State
University climate researchers.
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